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KEENELAND, FALL 2016 MEET 
DAY 4: Wednesday, October 12 
 
RACE ONE: 
The bay filly PERFECT PASSION saved-ground while covered up and 
launched a belated rally when produced in her turf debut, where she was 
beaten two and a half lengths for the win in a six-furlong heat that went in 
1:10 1/5 at Kentucky Downs. Artie Shiller miss is bred to love the added 
distance and should improve in her second start off a six-week plus 
freshening; saves ground on the hedge. TAPANEL is another who exits the 
lucrative Kentucky Downs maiden ranks, where she finished well from the 
quarter pole to the wire in a one-turn mile race over undulating ground. 
It’s worth noting that Clearly Claire, who finished two and a half lengths to 
the good of this filly, was the beaten favorite in a maiden race at Keeneland 
this past Saturday; Geroux gets off the top choice to ride this one. STORM 
THE HILL split horses and finished well in her career debut at Churchill 
over a a turf course labeled as “good”; gets wheeled back off 20 days rest; 
wide post draw noted. I love daughters of Exchange Rate, and R NAJA 
returns to maiden allowance company off a money finish in the Arlington 
Washington Lassie in her last start. The top two in that race—stablemate 
Diadura and Benner Island—were also rans in this past weekend’s Darley 
Alcibiades (G1, but she did finish a neck in front of Lovely Bernadette in 
her career debut and that one came back to win an entry-level allowance 
race on Sunday in Lexington. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-7-11-8 
 
 
RACE TWO: 
MY MAN GREYSON had a rough trip in his last start, where he rallied from 
off the pace despite having to wait for a hole to open at the three-sixteenths 
and eighth poles. Was moved up to second via disqualification in that race, 
and he doesn’t have to come from out of the clouds. He’s a factor in this 
spot with a return to his summer form facing slightly tougher rivals on the 
main track in Louisville; turf to dirt angle noted. PERSUASION is the 3-1 
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morning line chalk and may go off at odds lower than that with the 
Leparoux/Maker team in play. Well-bred colt’s form improved after 
dropping in class off the claim, and he gets wheeled back off 17 days rest in 
this spot. He hasn’t had the best trips in his previous two outings; 
formidable vs. this group of maiden $15K claimers at low odds. SWIFT ONE 
is a first-time starter that hails from the barn of Wesley Ward, whose outfit 
churns out plenty of wins with debut runners. Munnings gelding brought 
$170K as a yearling three years ago, and is just now making his career 
debut for a $15,000 tag, not overly encouraging; would want more than his 
9-2 morning line price. BROTHERLY had a clear lead and packed it in at 50 
cents on the dollar in his last start at Arlington. Son of Blame can get rank 
on the front end; tries dirt for the first time here. 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-4-9-2 
 
 
RACE THREE: 
The third on Wednesday’s card is a week $30,000 claiming event for 
horses that have never won three races lifetime, and there aren’t many in 
here that have positive current form. With that said, the 3-1 morning line 
favorite HOLIDAY MAN looks playable making a significant class drop. Will 
be a pace factor in a race without a lot of early speed on paper, and he may 
have needed his last start, where he was pressed on the front-end and gave 
way off a two-month layoff. Both of CANDIR’s prior two wins have been on 
the grass, but he’s another that takes a significant class drop in a race with 
soft company. Lightly-raced five-year-old has been stopped on frequently 
with limited appearances at the races; class relief main positive. 
NORTHEAST BOUND is a deep closer that has an affinity for the show 
dough and is another that drops in class. Turns back in distance and 
returns to the main track today; is the lone entrant in the field with a prior 
in the money finish over the local main track. MR TICKLE steps up in class 
after being beaten as the heavy favorite in his last start in Ohio, but he’s 
one of a scant few in this race with positive current form and he likes a 
mile and a sixteenth on the dirt. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-1-6-8 
 
 
RACE FOUR: 
Despite her wide post draw, the $200K Kitten’s Joy filly, EXPECT A 
KITTEN, looks formidable in this turf maiden for the Graham Motion outfit. 
Bay miss broke slow and rallied in her career debut, and was bumped in 
upper stretch only to finish a clear second behind daylight winner 
Sweeping Paddy (5-1 on the morning line in the J.P. Morgan Chase 
Jessamine (G3) later on this card) in a $132,000 maiden race at Kentucky 
Downs last time; gets first-time Lasix this afternoon. CHASTISE made her 
career debut on the inner turf course at Saratoga and was a one-paced 
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third a this mile and a sixteenth trip. She should improve off that effort 
making just her second start, but she’s the 5-2 morning line favorite in a 
competitive 12-horse turf maiden field; factor at underlaid odds. SAINTLY 
BALLAD ran a deceptively good race at 125-1 in her last start, where she 
split a field of 12 and was only beaten three and three-quarter lengths for 
all the money despite getting carried out at the five-eighths pole. She’s 12-
1 on the morning line and posted a bullet work (half mile in :47 flat) in 
preparation for this race over a Belterra Park strip that does not typically 
yield fast times; has the looks of an overlay. TWISTED MINDS is devoid of 
early speed but has rallied in her past two starts on grass to finish third. 
She was only a length and a quarter off the top choice in her last start; 
Albin Jimenez is a good finishing rider. 
 
SELECTIONS: 12-6-11-5 
 
 
RACE FIVE: 
There’s a ton of early speed in this entry-level allowance heat going six and 
a half furlongs on the main track and with that in mind, we’ll back the 
closer NICE NOT NICE for trainer Buff Bradley. Twirling Candy gelding 
gained some confidence after cat-hopping in a dirt sprint at Ellis Park 
when being dropped in for a $16K tag, as he came back to just miss in an 
allowance race at Churchill at 11-1 while sporting front bandages. Seems 
to respond to James Grahams’ handling and is 5-1 on the morning line; lots 
to like. Probable chalk (8-5 on morning line) FACT FINDING broke his 
maiden by open lengths in 1:10 2/5 at Saratoga right out of the box. Like 
the fact that Todd Pletcher stopped on him off the big win, and his charge 
has been training forwardly during his time away from the races. Should 
get a good trip stalking a hot pace under Johnny Velazquez, just as he did 
in his first start, where the runner-up Casses Story came back to win his 
next start. The one to fear despite trying winners for the first time. IRON 
MANE seems to be the speed of the speed, but the race shape from a pace 
perspective works against him in this spot. Tries the dirt for the first time; 
fuels quick early splits. INDIAN LOVER prevailed in wire-to-wire fashion 
under steady pressure first-out at Delaware Park, but doesn’t appear to as 
fleet of foot as a few others in here and will more than likely be relegated to 
a stalking trip in this affair; tries winners for the first time off a big maiden 
score; form may regress at low odds (3-1 morning line price). 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-4-5 
 
 
RACE SIX: 
DREAM DANCE is well-spotted in this second-tier allowance optional 
claiming race, as her last three starts outside of stakes company have been 
solid. She cleared the one other than allowance condition at this mile and a 
sixteenth trip in Lexington under Brian Hernandez back in the Spring. 
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Should move forward in her second start off the layoff; closer saves ground 
on the rail. Fellow closer MISS MO KELLY has finished in the money in 11-
of-15 starts lifetime, and her form has improved of late while moving upon 
class. Just missed the win while getting a wide trip facing similar company 
in her last start at Churchill, where she finished a neck ahead of the top 
choice in a blanket finish. Consistent miss has a money finish locally and 
won for fun last time Robby Albarado was in the boot; comes running in the 
drive. CROWN D’ORO made the lead and quit facing similar company in her 
last start, but she figures to be tighter this time around in her second 
outing off a six-week plus vacation. Doubting she makes the early lead 
here, as DEAR ELAINE is faster on paper; minor award candidate. The 
stakes winner THRILLED sports some suspect current form and has been 
stopped on consistently since March. Is a short 7-2 on the morning line and 
is arguably better on turf; likely underlay. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-9-2-4 
 
RACE SEVEN— 
THE J.P. Morgan Chase Jessamine (G3):  
The 26th renewal of the Jessamine is a great betting race featuring a well-
matched competitive field of 14 going postward. LIBERALE (Fr) gets a 
horrible post draw, but broke her maiden in a 15-horse field in France over 
soft ground at first-asking. Pressed the pace vs. Group 3 company at 
Chantilly on firm going, but didn’t kick on at 16-1. Concerns are the 
projected firm turf and this is her first start over a left-handed course in 
North America. On the upside, she gets first-Lasix and is 10-1 on the 
morning line; hard to ignore anything that trainer Chad Brown leads over. 
3-1 morning line favorite LULL has done little wrong in three previous 
starts and is coming off an impressive stakes score at Kentucky Downs. 
Well-bred daughter of War Front is bred to relish the stretch-out around 
two-turns and her tactical speed should serve her well in a race where the 
early pace figures to be honest. Went :22, :44 4/5, :56 3/5 and 1:08 3/5 and 
won by three lengths in her maiden score, but has proven she can rate; 
dangerous. It was a toss up to choose between the two George Weaver 
entrants in this spot, but ZERO ZEE (15-1 morning line odds) should 
provide more betting value. Daughter of High Cotton broke her maiden at 
first-asking at Saratoga and was only beaten four and a half lengths in her 
first start vs. winners facing stakes company in Canada despite enduring a 
rough trip; like the rider switch to John Velazquez; overlay. LIPSTICK 
CITY made up a ton of ground late and just got up facing maidens at 
Belmont. Tries winners for the first time in this deep race, but Jose 
Lezcano is back for a return engagement and she’s 10-1 on the morning 
line; is another entrant trained by Brown.  
 
SELECTIONS: 14-4-12-7 
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RACE EIGHT: 
GINGER STONE has never missed the exacta from three prior starts at 
Keeneland and was a game third in her last start off a layoff at Ellis Park, 
where she pressed a moderate pace throughout and was only beaten a 
length for the win facing tougher rivals; exits starter allowance company. 
TIZSATIONAL stalked and drew clear, scoring a win at 20-1 facing open 
$10K types in Louisville in her last start, and she slides in for a $7,500 tag 
in this heat. Her last pair of starts without blinkers are solid; jockey Osorio 
stays put for the assignment. LUCE MIA came running while wide with a 
willing effort facing similar company in her last start, and she was a good 
second facing starter allowance company when last seen in Lexington. She 
turns back to a seven-furlong distance she likes and is 8-1 on the morning 
line; don’t ignore. DISTRICT ATTORNEY drops in class, but is a synthetic 
surface specialist trying the dirt. She has never hit the board on the main 
track from limited appearances, but she gets class relief here and has 
shown a prior liking for place and show money. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-8-2-10 


